R01-06cAZ(12x30-STD)FLGRN-WHT; 1.500" Radius, No border, Black on Bright yellow green; "WITHIN" C; "CROSSWALK" C;

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES

COLORS:
LEGEND, GRAPHICS & BORDER - BLACK (NON-REFL)
TOP GRAPHICS - RED (REFL)
INTERIOR BACKGROUND - WHITE (REFL)
BACKGROUND - FLUORESCENT YELLOW-GREEN (REFL)

ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING GROUP

DRAWN: L. LOPEZ   DATE: NOVEMBER / 2012
APPROVED: SIGNATURE ON FILE
Inside panel:
1.000" Radius, 0.250" Border, Black on White;
R1-1 STOP sign; "TO" D; School symbol;
R1-1 (for use on R1-6); No border, Red;
“STOP” White C 60% spacing;